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Foreword
This document was prepared by the OECD and IEA Secretariats in response to a request
from the Climate Change Expert Group (CCXG) on the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The Climate Change Expert Group oversees
development of analytical papers for the purpose of providing useful and timely input to
the climate change negotiations. These papers may also be useful to national policymakers and other decision-makers. Authors work with the CCXG to develop these
papers. However, the papers do not necessarily represent the views of the OECD or the
IEA, nor are they intended to prejudge the views of countries participating in the CCXG.
Rather, they are Secretariat information papers intended to inform Member countries, as
well as the UNFCCC audience.
Members of the CCXG are those countries who are OECD members and/or who are
listed in Annex I of the UNFCCC (as amended by the Conference of the Parties in 1997
and 2010). The Annex I Parties or countries referred to in this document are: Australia,
Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, the
European Community, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, the Russian Federation,
Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America. Korea,
Mexico, Chile and Israel are also members of the CCXG. Where this document refers to
“countries” or “governments”, it is also intended to include “regional economic
organisations”, if appropriate.
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Executive Summary
This paper focuses on tracking progress towards the mitigation target of a Party’s
nationally determined contribution (NDC). The Paris Agreement established an Enhanced
Transparency Framework (ETF) of action and support under which Parties are required to
provide “information necessary to track progress made in implementing and achieving its
nationally determined contribution under Article 4” (Article 13.7b). All Parties, except
least developed country Parties and small island developing States, shall submit
information reported under Article 13.7 “no less frequently than on a biennial basis”
(paragraph 90, Decision 1/CP.21).
The Paris Agreement’s proposed system of tracking progress consists of a series of
different informational elements to be provided by Parties. Articles 4, 6 and 13 of the
Agreement broadly outline what these informational elements consist of and the ongoing
negotiations of the so-called “Paris rulebook” will further define these elements. Article 4
mandates Parties to prepare and communicate an NDC every 5 years (Articles 4.2 and
4.9) against which progress will be tracked. Along with their NDCs, Parties will also
communicate information for clarity, transparency and understanding (CTU, Article 4.8)
of the NDC.1 Article 4 also requires Parties to account for their NDCs (Article 4.13).
Parties are to account for internationally transferred mitigation outcomes (ITMOs, Article
6) during the processes of accounting for and tracking progress towards NDCs. Article 13
negotiations will develop modalities, procedures and guidelines (MPGs) for a reporting
and review system under the ETF through which Parties will provide information for
tracking progress.
These Articles are each a core element of the system to track progress and there are
significant linkages between them. Identifying substantive and procedural linkages
between these Articles can help improve the coherence of a system for tracking progress.

Information needs for tracking progress towards NDCs
Tracking progress under Article 13 towards Parties’ NDCs requires information on the
implementation and achievement of the NDC (e.g. indicators comparing current or
projected and reference emissions) and information that facilitates the understanding of
the NDC target (e.g. scope and coverage of the NDC). Both quantitative (e.g. indicators
such as percentage reduction of base year emissions) and qualitative (e.g. information on
implementation status of policies and measures (PaMs)) information will be needed to
allow a clear understanding of progress towards the NDCs.

1

CTU information will not be reported under the ETF as part of tracking progress. However,
information for CTU is linked to information contained in the description of the NDC, which is
one of the informational elements needed to track progress.
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Annex I Parties have experience reporting quantitative and qualitative information to
track progress towards mitigation targets under the Kyoto Protocol and the Convention.
Quantitative information reported under this framework includes a summary of inventory
information, mitigation actions and their effects and emissions projections to 2020 and
2030. Qualitative information included a description of PaMs and information on changes
in Parties’ domestic institutional arrangements. The majority of Non-Annex I Parties
however have limited experience of reporting in this area, which may affect their
reporting on tracking progress towards NDCs under the ETF.
One key difference between tracking progress under the Paris Agreement and the Kyoto
Protocol is that under the Paris Agreement Parties will be tracking progress towards
different types of mitigation targets in NDCs. The diversity of targets under the Paris
Agreement means that different sets of information will be needed to track progress
towards each specific type of target. For example, information needed to describe an
economy-wide absolute GHG target2 will include levels of GHG emissions and removals
at base year. Information describing intensity targets for GHG emissions per unit of GDP
or per capita will include, besides information on GHG emissions and removals,
information on the relevant socio-economic indicator.
Article 13’s MPGs are currently being negotiated under item 5 of the Ad Hoc Working
Group of the Paris Agreement (APA5). Current textual proposals for the MPGs recognise
certain informational elements as relevant for tracking progress. These include a
description of the NDC; indicators comparing e.g. current to reference emissions levels;
NDC accounting information; Article 6 information; PaMs; and GHG projections
resulting from implemented policies. This paper highlights the relevance of each of these
information types to tracking progress and explores possible issues in reporting them. The
paper also highlights how MPGs and Article 4 and 6 guidance could facilitate the
reporting of this information.
GHG inventories are mandated to be reported under Article 13.7a and are fundamental to
accounting for NDCs and for tracking progress towards GHG emissions targets.
Information on GHG emissions and removals in inventories are also key to inform GHGbased indicators and GHG projections. Annex I countries currently report on GHG
inventories annually and provide GHG data for year X-2 at year X. Reporting on GHG
inventories by Non-Annex I Parties has been irregular, and the vintage of inventory data
relatively old. For example, out of 94 Non-Annex I Parties having submitted inventory
data in NCs or BURs published in 2015 or later, 2% reported data on year X-2 and 46%
on year X-6 or older. As GHG inventories are the basis for tracking progress towards
most NDC targets (80% of all Parties submitted GHG targets in their NDC), it would be
important for the MPGs to consider how this time-lag issue could be resolved.
Current textual proposals for the MPGs consider that Parties provide a description of their
NDCs in the process of tracking progress towards them. Currently, some NDCs lack
transparent and clear information that allows for quantification of targets by a third party.
Possible reasons for this insufficient information include the lack of clear guidance and
technical difficulties in providing information (e.g. lack of in-country data). Information
describing the NDC is similar in substance and linked to information needed for CTU of
NDCs (Article 4). Information for CTU will be communicated along with the NDC and at
2

An economy-wide absolute GHG target is a GHG target formulated as a percent change of base
year emissions.
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any other time the NDC is updated. The NDC description information is to be reported
throughout the implementation period of the NDC as part of the biennial reporting on its
progress. This information describing the NDC would re-iterate, complement or update
CTU information and consistency across these sets of information will be important. For
example, any updates made to e.g. the methodologies and assumptions during the NDC
period (and reported under the ETF) would need to be captured within the next round of
CTU information.
Reporting by Parties on indicators relevant to track progress made in implementing and
achieving the NDCs is being considered by MPGs current textual proposals. Given the
diversity of NDC mitigation targets types, a range of different types of indicators could be
needed to track progress towards those targets. As indicators can be very diverse, it is
crucial that they are accompanied by transparent information on definitions, data sources,
methodologies and assumptions. In order to facilitate the use of indicators, MPGs could
identify broad categories of indicators for different types of targets. Parties would then
define which indicators within these categories they will use to track progress towards
their NDCs. For example, Parties with GHG mitigation targets need to select indicators
that are emissions-based while targets formulated as reductions from business-as-usual
(BAU) would need to provide BAU reference levels. MPGs could also highlight that for
transparency purposes it would be helpful for Parties to identify up-front the indicators
they will use and recommend Parties to use the same set of indicators throughout tracking
of progress and for NDC achievement. This will be important to present a consistent
understanding of Parties’ progress towards the NDC throughout the implementation
period.
Current textual proposals for the MPGs also consider that Parties report “information on
the Party’s accounting under Article 4”. Accounting guidance and the MPGs need to
consider what will be the information needed to account for different NDC target types
(GHG and non-GHG, single- and multi-year). One view is that accounting for NDC
targets formulated in terms of GHG emissions consists of presenting a net emissions
accounting balance summarising flows of emissions, removals and ITMOs in a given a
year or a period of time. This information is important to inform GHG indicators for
tracking progress. Current textual proposals of MPGs are considering capturing the
information on emissions and other flows within accounting tables (referred to in some
submissions as “structured summaries” and “GHG balance sheets”).
It is currently less clear how to account for non-GHG targets in countries’ NDCs, and
several options are available. For example, accounting for a renewable energy policy
could involve reporting on the implementation status of the policy to account for the
gigawatt hours of renewable capacity installed, and/or the GHG impact of the renewable
energy policy. The accounting tables need to accommodate these different NDC targets
while facilitating comparability as this will facilitate aggregation for collective
stocktaking purposes. Accounting guidance needs to consider that in order to add and
subtract the flows in the tables they need to be expressed in the same unit of
measurement.
It is important to report information underpinning the accounting process, such as
accounting methodologies and assumptions, which is fundamental to understanding the
information in the accounting tables. It would also be important for Parties to report on
how they have ensured methodological consistency between the communication and the
implementation of the NDC and other important accounting principles outlined in
paragraph 31 of Decision 1/CP.21. Reporting transparently on metrics used will also be
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important for Parties participating in Article 6. Also, using common metrics (e.g. Global
Warming Potential (GWP) values) or transparently reporting on metrics is crucial to
ensure Parties trading ITMOs are making the same amount of corresponding adjustments.
Article 4 and 6 accounting guidance need to consider how to report ITMOs in accounting
tables to facilitate the avoidance of double counting. The risk of double counting can
increase if e.g. ITMOs and the NDC target and underlying flows are not in the same unit.
As Article 6 ITMOs will be counted during NDC accounting and tracking progress, it will
be important to report on how Parties’ participation in Article 6 ensures certain principles.
Indeed, it is another informational element to be reported by Parties that is currently
considered in the negotiations of the MPGs. These principles include promoting
sustainable development, environmental integrity and avoidance of double counting
(Article 6.2). It would be useful for Parties to report qualitatively (e.g. reporting on
national transaction logs) and quantitatively (e.g. reporting conservative baselines used)
on how they have ensured these principles. It would be useful for guidance elaborated
under Article 6 to distinguish between what is nice-to-have and need-to-have information
to facilitate reporting by Parties. Parties could also be encouraged to report ex ante
whether they will participate in Article 6 and whether ITMOs will be used towards
implementation and achievement of NDCs.
The textual proposals for the MPGs are also considering that Parties report on mitigation
actions, PaMs when tracking progress. Parties could report on mitigation actions in
different ways. First, it could report on the implementation status of adopted policies.
Secondly, an assessment of PaMs could quantify the emission reductions associated with
policies that are being or will be implemented. Estimating the impact of PaMs could be a
useful way to evaluate implemented and to plan new climate policies. There can be some
uncertainty in quantifying the effects of policies involving e.g. methodological challenges
to calculate or estimate the impacts of one or more groups of policies. Methodologies for
estimating the impact of PaMs can also range from simple to complex, e.g. depending on
the coverage of the measure, and the factors to take into account. MPGs could
nevertheless request the assessment of policies and measures in quantitative terms,
wherever possible, along with explanations of methodologies and assumptions.
Negotiations of the MPGs also consider the reporting of projections of GHG emissions
and removals. GHG emissions projections provide a forward-looking view of future
emissions and removals and are useful to understand expected trends in GHG levels and
progress towards mitigation targets. There is an inherent uncertainty associated with
projections as they can depend on several modelling assumptions behind socio-economic
and other factors driving emissions projections such as GDP and energy prices. Some
countries have targets for these factors (outside of their NDCs), in particular for GDP
projections, thus it may be politically challenging for Parties to provide this data. Also,
Parties may need to build in-country capacity to develop and report such modelling
frameworks regularly. Simpler forms of projections could be reported but they carry
greater inherent uncertainties. To address this uncertainty in projections and any potential
political sensitivity in the underlying assumptions, MPGs could recommend Parties to
provide a range of projections, similar to a sensitivity analysis, where possible.
Parties have experience in reporting on policies and measures and, to a lesser extent, on
their impacts on current and projected GHG emissions. Annex I Parties have reported on
domestic measures and GHG projections “with measures” in their BRs. This information
was reported as contextual information on progress towards implementation of mitigation
targets. Non-Annex I Parties have experience reporting on policies and measures in their
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National Communications (NCs) and their Biennial Update Reports (BURs), and some
experience in reporting on emissions projections, although the number of Parties that do
so is limited. MPGs could ask those Parties that have provided such information to
continue to do so under the ETF to avoid backsliding.

Review of information for tracking progress towards NDCs
All information provided by Parties as part of tracking progress towards NDCs under the
ETF shall undergo review through the Technical Expert Review (TER) system. Current
review and review-like experiences under the Kyoto Protocol highlight many benefits of
review for the country reporting on the information. Reviews have helped Parties
understand where to focus capacity-building and reporting improvements over time and
how to report information to be clearly understood by other Parties. This paper examines
two types of Annex I reviews – GHG inventory and BR reviews under the International
Assessment and Review (IAR) – and the technical analysis of BURs under the
International Consultation and Analysis (ICA) to identify which review practices could be
useful to apply to the TER system. One lesson learned is that the review system can only
be as effective as the reporting system and its guidelines. It is also important to note that
more Parties will be undergoing review under the Paris Agreement’s TER than ever
before, which is likely to place resource burdens on the review system. Some options
identified below take into account these aforementioned points:


Clear reporting criteria can help streamline the review process and target
specific areas of improvement for Parties. Certain criteria can be identified to
report qualitative and quantitative information in line with relevant TACCC
(Transparency, Accuracy, completeness, comparability, consistency) principles.
For example, the criteria for “completeness” in reporting indicators could specify
that the following information need to be reported: definition of indicators;
current and reference values; methodologies and assumptions; data sources; and
any updates (e.g. to the assumptions). The TER could use the criteria as a
benchmark against which reporting improvements can be identified. Checklists or
templates can help indicate what information is needed to facilitate Parties
meeting those criteria when reporting information. Identification of reporting
criteria can also guide Parties in developing improvement plans to report
according to the criteria over time.



Formalising the examination of reporting issues in consultation with the
Parties can better identify and examine underlying challenges. The review
can provide targeted recommendations to help Parties address these issues within
subsequent BTRs. The review could also be designed as a facilitative exercise to
help Parties engage actively in the review process. The review could be
conducted as a dialogue where Parties and reviewers are able to ask technical
questions of each other.



Different types of reviews to be available to Parties based on their needs. The
ETF will have to address the fact that more Parties will be submitting reports on a
biennial basis for review than ever before. To reduce the resource implications on
the system, the ETF needs to look into how the review process can be rendered
more efficient. One option could be to make different types of reviews available
at different times to Parties. Current reviews of GHG inventories include many
types of reviews that vary in depth (ranging from less intensive initial assessments
to more intensive in-country reviews). For example, Parties could opt for less or
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more intensive review types based on their needs and national circumstances
while explaining their choice. The Facilitative, Multilateral Consideration of
Progress (FMCP) will also have to find ways to accommodate more Parties in the
same multilateral process.

Linkages between Articles 4, 6 and 13 for a tracking progress system under the
Paris Agreement
Article 4, 6 and 13 guidance need to consider the inter-linkages and related implications
to facilitate development of a coherent and synchronised tracking progress system. The
guidance for the different informational elements necessary for tracking progress towards
NDCs is being elaborated in separate negotiating tracks. The third agenda item of the Ad
Hoc Working Group on the Paris Agreement (APA3) is to develop guidance on different
aspects of the NDC. This includes guidance on features of the NDC, information for CTU
of the NDC and accounting for NDCs. APA5 will establish MPGs governing the ETF’s
reporting and review system. Article 6 rules and guidance will be elaborated under the
Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA). Close coordination
will be needed to address linkages across these different elements and negotiation
streams.
The guidance and guidelines currently being negotiated will need to help ensure that the
different informational elements feed into the biennial reporting on progress in a timely
manner. It will be important to first clarify the timing of the different information. For
example, accounting guidance and the MPGs need to consider when the process of
accounting takes place and at which frequency Parties are to provide accounting
information.3 Further, other types of information could become available or may be more
relevant at different stages of the NDC. For example, information on the NDC description
will be more relevant at the early stages of NDC cycle. Information on planned and actual
measures to ensure environmental integrity under Article 6 is however relevant both at
the beginning of and during the NDC period. Ensuring co-ordination in the reporting of
this information can help Parties report on progress in a complete and timely manner.
Moreover, the MPGs may need to ensure that accounting guidance under Article 4, is
considered not only in the process of accounting, but also when tracking progress towards
an NDC. Indeed, accounting guidance could also be very useful to Parties when tracking
progress toward the NDC target, as Parties could report an accounting balance to show
progress. Moreover, the methodologies and assumptions applied in calculating indicator
values will likely need to be consistent with those applied during accounting.
Methodological consistency will also need to be maintained throughout the NDC period
for the accounting process and when any technical updates are made.
There are also accounting linkages between Articles 4 and 6. Article 6 calls for “robust”
accounting rules which would need to be co-ordinated with Article 4 accounting guidance
in order to avoid double counting. For example, Article 4 and 6 guidance could highlight
the need for NDCs and ITMOs to be expressed in the same units (e.g. in tonnes of CO2
equivalent) for NDC accounting to reduce risk of double counting. Negotiations under
3

Some Parties view NDC accounting to occur at the end of the NDC implementation period to
assess achievement only. Others view NDC accounting to take place throughout the NDC period
to also inform tracking of progress towards NDCs which would require accounting information to
be reported more frequently.
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Articles 4 and 6 of the Paris Agreement could also inform MPGs on how certain
interlinking information is to be reviewed. Any information reported through BTRs will
undergo review whereas information communicated with the NDC under Article 4 will
not. For example, Article 4 guidance needs to be co-ordinated with MPGs to ensure an
effective review of accounting information in line with the TER mandate.
Article 6 information is not only reported as part of accounting and tracking progress but
is also informed by information under Articles 4 and 13. For example, ITMOs used
towards implementing and achieving the NDCs are essential elements to be reported in
the processes of tracking progress towards and accounting for NDCs. Parties may also be
required to provide specific information should they participate in Article 6. This could
include a target quantified in tonnes of CO2 equivalent. This information would be either
communicated under Article 4 or reported under Article 13 and reflected in the relevant
guidance.
The TER may be responsible for reviewing certain Article 6 reporting. Article 6 and 13
guidelines may have to consider the review needed for Article 6 information. It is also
possible that some information is reviewed by an Article 6 body in addition to the TER,
as being considered in current textual proposal under Article 6. It would be useful for
Article 6 and 13 guidance to clarify the roles of both reviews and how one could inform
the other. Current textual proposals are also considering reporting by Parties on how they
have met participation requirements. Under current proposals, Parties would provide this
information before participating in Article 6. It is currently unclear if this reporting is part
of the ETF mandate. The timing implications of such an initial reporting could be taken
into account to ensure efficiency in the reporting and review under the ETF. Article 6
may also need to consider the implications of trading Parties undergoing reviews at
different points of time.
Considering the existing links across these various informational elements relevant for
tracking progress towards NDCs (e.g. information on CTU and for describing the NDC,
information for tracking progress towards and on accounting for NDCs), it is key that
there is co-ordination across the negotiation streams under which these elements are
being contemplated. This co-ordination is needed to, inter alia: (i) enhance transparency
and completeness of information by making sure there is clear, detailed guidance on what
information Parties are to provide under the different provisions; (ii) to ensure
consistency, including between the methodologies across these different communication
and reporting tools and (iii) to make sure that all the information is communicated or
reported in a timely manner.
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1. Introduction
The Paris Agreement and its enabling Decision 1/CP.21 requests the Ad Hoc Working
Group on the Paris Agreement (APA) to develop recommendations for modalities,
procedures and guidelines (MPGs) for the Enhanced Transparency framework (ETF) for
action and support. The MPGs constitute a core element of the so-called “Paris rulebook”,
as they establish a system for reporting and review of information by Parties. In
particular, under the ETF, Parties “shall provide” a national inventory report as well as
“information necessary to track progress towards implementing and achieving” their
Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) (Article 13.7). This paper focuses on
information needed to track progress towards NDCs under Article 4. It should however
be noted that the reporting on support needed, provided and received — including
capacity building, technology transfer and climate finance — and reporting on adaptation
efforts and needs are also key components of the Paris Agreement’s ETF.4
Tracking progress towards NDCs is not only useful for Parties at a domestic level but will
inform collective progress under the Paris Agreement as well. At a domestic level,
tracking progress towards NDCs can help Parties better understand whether and to what
extent efforts are needed to achieve the NDC. The outputs of the reporting and review
processes under the ETF, including tracking progress, are to inform the global
stocktakes.5 In turn, the outcome of the global stocktakes is to inform Parties in updating
and enhancing their action. The individual and the global processes of tracking progress
are therefore at the very core of the Paris Agreement’s architecture and strongly
interconnected.
The process of tracking progress made in implementing and achieving NDCs is part of
the Article 13 mandate. However there are other Articles – notably Articles 4 and 6 – in
the Paris Agreement that play an important role in facilitating tracking progress towards
NDCs. There are linkages between Articles 4, 6 and 13 that can have implications on
tracking progress. For example, accounting for NDC targets, mandated under Article 4, is
relevant to the process of tracking progress under the ETF.
This paper explores what is needed in order to establish an effective process of tracking
progress towards NDCs by examining the reporting and review needs as well as linkages
between Articles 4, 6 and 13 of the Paris Agreement. Section 2 provides background
information on the process of building a tracking progress system under the Paris
Agreement. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the reporting and review systems needed for
tracking of progress, by examining some relevant reporting and review experiences and
challenges. The linkages between Articles 4, 6 and 13 in the context of tracking progress
are explored, along with the implications of these linkages in section 5.

4

The conditional aspects of some NDCs also imply that the provision of support will affect both
the target itself, as well as “progress” towards it.
5

The Paris Agreement puts in place a system for monitoring collective progress towards achieving
the long-term goals of the Agreement through “global stocktakes” (Article 14) every five years
starting from 2023.
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2. Background

According to the Paris Agreement, current textual proposals for guidance and guidelines
under Articles 4, 6 and 13, Parties are required to communicate or report on mitigationrelated informational elements, including:


A nationally determined contribution (NDC) to be prepared and communicated
every 5-years (Articles 4.2 and 4.9);



Features of the NDC (paragraph 26 of Decision 1/CP.21 requests further guidance
to be developed);



Information “necessary for clarity, transparency and understanding” (CTU) to
facilitate the understanding of the NDC target (Article 4.8);



Information on accounting for NDCs (Article 4.13 mandates Parties to account for
their NDCs);



Internationally transferred mitigation outcomes (ITMOs), including accounting
approaches and explanations on ensuring certain principles, when engaging in cooperative approaches under Article 6;



National inventory of anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks
of greenhouse gases (Article 13.7a);



Information necessary to track progress towards implementing and achieving their
NDC under Article 4 (Article 13.7b).
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Figure 1. Informational elements of a tracking progress system under the Paris Agreement

Source: Authors, based on (Briner and Moarif, 2017[1]).

In the process of communicating an NDC and tracking and reporting on progress towards
implementing and achieving its mitigation target, key steps include:
(i) Developing and agreeing the NDC at the national level (national process, with
potentially many sub-steps)
(ii) Communicating the NDC to the UNFCCC:
a. Clarify NDC mitigation target: Communicating upfront information that allows
third parties to understand the target (e.g. CTU information on scope, coverage
and time frame, assumptions and methodologies);
(iii) Reporting information to track progress made in implementing and achieving the
mitigation target:
a. Provide a description of the NDC, re-iterating and updating any information that
was initially communicated under CTU along with the NDC;
b. Identify how progress towards the NDC will be tracked (by using e.g. GHG
emissions and removals, relevant indicators, implementation of policies and
measure or GHG projections, depending on NDC target type);
c. Report on qualitative and quantitative information to track progress made in
implementing and achieving NDCs (GHG emissions and removals, current value
of relevant indicators, impact of policies and measure or emissions projections,
depending on NDC target type);
d. Reporting accounting tables that in the case of an NDC formulated in terms of
GHG emissions, would take into account e.g. emissions, removals, as well as
ITMOs used towards achieving the NDC.
(iv) Conducting a technical expert review process to examine Parties’ reporting.
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Parties are currently developing MPGs that will define what, when and how information
is to be reported by Parties and reviewed under the ETF. The MPGs need to take into
account, inter alia: the need to promote transparency, accuracy, completeness,
comparability and consistency; ensure environmental integrity; avoid double counting;
provide flexibility to those developing countries that need it in the light of their
capacities; facilitate improved reporting over time; and ensure reporting frequency and
quality that is at least in accordance with respective obligations under the Convention is
maintained (as per paragraph 92 of Decision 1/CP.21). Further, Article 13.5 states that
purpose of the ETF is to “provide a clear understanding of climate change action in the
light of the objective of the Convention as set out in its Article 2, including clarity and
tracking of progress towards achieving Parties’ individual nationally determined
contributions under Article 4” and “to inform the global stocktake under Article 14”
(UNFCCC, 2016[2]). Fulfilling this series of principles and requirements under the ETF
may take time, as many Parties develop the capacity to report accordingly (Ellis et al.,
2018[3]).
The experience that Parties have with the reporting and review processes under the
Convention and the Kyoto Protocol is relevant to learning lessons and could serve as a
starting point to informing MPGs for tracking progress, under the Paris Agreement. In
fact, the transparency arrangements under the Convention shall form part of the
experience drawn upon for the development of the MPGs (Article 13.4). One key
difference between the MPGs being developed under the Paris Agreement and the
approach taken under the Convention is that the MPGs will apply to all Parties. In
contrast, there are separate reporting guidelines for Annex I and non-Annex I country
Party reporting under the Convention.
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3. Information needs for tracking progress
Under the ETF, Parties shall “regularly provide” a national inventory report on
anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases (Article
13.7a) and information necessary to track progress towards implementing and achieving
NDCs (Article 13.7b). Paragraph 90 of Decision 1/CP.21 specifies that all Parties (except
least developed country Parties and small island developing States) shall submit this
information “no less frequently than on a biennial basis”, and Paragraph 89 of the same
decision states that “in accordance with Article 13, paragraph 2, of the Agreement,
developing country Parties shall be provided flexibility in the implementation of the
provisions of that Article, including in the scope, frequency and level of detail of
reporting”. (UNFCCC, 2016[2]).
Both quantitative and qualitative information is needed in order to track progress to
mitigation components of NDCs. These include information describing the NDC,
indicators for tracking progress, information on accounting for NDCs and Article 6,
description and quantification (as appropriate) of domestic policies and measures and
GHG projections. The information contained in GHG inventories (Article 13.7a) is
crucial for tracking progress towards many NDC types and is key to informing GHGrelated indicators and projections of emissions and removals.
Given the diversity of mitigation target types in NDCs, different sets of relevant
information can be used to track progress towards different NDCs, taking into account
particular national circumstances and emissions profiles. For example, it is broadly
accepted that quantitative information6 is useful for tracking progress towards quantitative
NDCs. Parties with NDCs containing a GHG target would thus provide information on
emissions in tracking progress towards their NDC, as providing only qualitative
information would result in an incomplete picture of progress. On the other hand,
emissions-based indicators would be useful but not crucial to track progress towards
qualitative NDC targets, such as a target consisting of a list of policies and measures to be
implemented. Similarly, emissions projections are useful but not critical to track progress
towards all NDC target types.
Different information elements may become more relevant at different times of the
implementation period. While national GHG inventories are relevant throughout the
whole implementation period for tracking progress towards a GHG mitigation target, the
information describing NDCs are especially important at the beginning of the
implementation period to complement or update information on CTU communicated
along with the NDCs. While at the beginning of the implementation period, Parties could
provide qualitative information on planned mitigation actions policies and measures, their
impacts could be quantified towards the end of the implementation period.

6

Quantitative information to track progress (e.g. indicators, impact of mitigation actions,
emissions projections) often need to be accompanied by qualitative information (e.g.
methodologies and assumptions, narrative information on mitigation policies) for transparency
purposes.
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This section explores what qualitative and quantitative information to track progress are
currently under discussion and could be needed, at what times, under the ETF for
different NDC types. Under Article 13.4, the transparency arrangements under the
Convention shall form part of the experience drawn upon for the development of MPGs.
The section also looks into current relevant experience Parties have in reporting relevant
information under the Convention and the Kyoto Protocol. The section also identifies
potential challenges Parties might face in reporting this information and considerations
for guidelines.

3.1. GHG inventories
Article 13.7a of the Paris Agreement calls on Parties to provide “a national inventory
report of anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases,
prepared using good practice methodologies accepted by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change […]”. While GHG inventories do not constitute information to track
progress per se, the information contained within national inventories is fundamental to
tracking progress under Article 13.7b. Information on trends of domestic emissions and
removals of GHGs is key to informing GHG-related indicators, which is core tracking
progress information, and projections of emissions and removals. Issues related to the
reporting of GHG inventories may therefore directly influence tracking progress towards
NDCs.
The MPGs need to ensure that reporting is improved over time (paragraph 92a, 1/CP.21).
Current textual proposals regarding the preparation of GHG inventories for the MPGs call
for Parties to report in accordance to IPCC guidelines, including on their
choice/development of methods, data collection, emissions factors and other parameters
(UNFCCC, 2018[4]). Using the discretion provided by the IPCC GHG inventory
guidelines, Parties could therefore improve their reporting over time by e.g. moving up
methodological tiers, by elaborating and implementing a quality assurance/quality control
plan or by increasing the threshold for key categories analysis over time at their
discretion. In terms of reporting guidance, current textual proposals for MPGs foresee
that developing country Parties that need it in the light of their capacity may use
flexibility as one way to improve e.g. on their time series length and vintage and on the
coverage of sectors and gases of their inventories over time. 7
Experience in reporting on GHG inventories varies considerably among Annex I and
Non-Annex I Parties and national inventories differ in their level of completeness, detail,
accuracy and quality. Annex I Parties have extensive experience having submitted since
2003 annual GHG inventories consisting of National Inventory Reports (NIR) and
Common Reporting Format (CRF) tables containing all GHG emissions and removals.
These reports have undergone review, giving Parties the opportunity to learn from
experience and improve the accuracy and quality of the reported data over time. Regular
and frequent reporting contributed to the strengthening of institutional arrangements
leading also to greater consistency and completeness of data.
In their National Communications (NCs), Non-Annex I Parties shall include “a national
inventory of anthropogenic emissions by sources and removal by sinks of all greenhouse
7

Ellis et al. (2018) explores in detail options for operationalising flexibility in reporting of GHG
inventories.
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gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol, to the extent its capacities permit, using
comparable methodologies to be promoted and agreed upon by the Conference of the
Parties”. Non-Annex I Parties “shall [also] submit a biennial update report every two
years, either as a summary of parts of their national communication in the year in which
the national communication is submitted or as a stand-alone update report”. Large
capacity gaps however remain and the quality, completeness and regularity of reporting
amongst Non-Annex I Parties varies greatly. While NCs are to be submitted every 4
years, in practice they are submitted less frequently by many Parties due to various
reasons, including e.g. capacity constraints.8 Reporting requirements under the BURs
include flexibility in the years for which inventory data is reported including on time
series. For example, out of 94 Non-Annex I Parties’ having submitted inventory data in
NCs or BURs published in 2015 or later, 1% reported data on X-2, 17% on X-3, 20% on
X-4, 16% on X-5 and 46% on X-6 or older.9
In view of this current experience, Parties may need to consider, in designing the MPGs,
the impact and implications of lack of recent GHG inventory data for tracking progress.
For example, developed country Parties report on emissions for year N-2 at year N in
their GHG emissions inventories. The analysis of Parties’ second Technical Review
Reports (TRR2) noted that because it normally takes one year to prepare a Biennial
Report, the BR may not be able to include the most recent inventory data published at its
preparation year. For some developing countries, this time lag between GHG inventory
information covering the implementation period and reporting on progress may be more
pronounced. In determining the timing of BTRs, MPGs could take into account this
potential lag issue. For example, depending on when in the year the BTR is to be
submitted, it would cover or not the most recent inventory data submitted by the Party.

3.2. Description of a Party’s NDC under Article 4, including updates
Current textual proposals for the MPGs consider that Parties provide information
describing their NDC. The information currently under consideration is closely linked in
substance to, complements and updates CTU information Parties are to communicate
along with their NDC. It would be especially relevant for Parties to provide the
information describing their NDC at the beginning of the implementation period as a
good understanding of targets is key to enable tracking progress towards NDC
implementation and achievement.

3.2.1. Relevant experiences
The experience Annex I Parties have in providing information on the clarification of their
targets under the Kyoto Protocol and the Convention may be relevant to the negotiations
of the Paris rulebook. One key difference between the Paris Agreement and the Kyoto
8

By July 2018, more than 20 years after entry into force of the UNFCCC, 76 developing countries
had submitted only two National Communications. Sometimes these NCs were submitted more
than 10 years apart.
9

If NCs and BURs are considered separately, then out of 43 BURS, 4% reported data on X-2,
33% on X-3, 42% on X-4, 12% on X-5 and 9% on X-6 or older; and out of 83 developing
countries NCs, 12% on X-3, 15% on X-4, 19% on X-5 and 54% on X-6 or older.
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Protocol is that there is a diversity of mitigation targets in the NDCs under the Paris
Agreement, whereas targets were of the same type under the Kyoto Protocol. Under the
Kyoto Protocol, each Annex I Party provided so-called Initial Reports containing detailed
information on their Kyoto Protocol commitments with the main aim of facilitating their
quantification. In these reports, Parties also had to demonstrate their capacity to account
for, monitor and record their emissions accurately. The first Initial Reports were
submitted one year prior to the start of the first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol
and allowed the quantification of Assigned Amounts Units (AAUs) ahead of the start of
the commitment period. For the second commitment period, these reports were submitted
in 2016 i.e. 3 years after the start of the commitment period.
Decisions on the submission of Initial Reports were accompanied by detailed guidance to
Parties on what information the reports shall contain (Decision 13/CPM.1 and Decision
2/CMP.8). This information included: complete GHG emissions inventories, base year
emissions for hydrofluorocarbons, information on selected values for some land-use
parameters including Forest Management Reference level, information on the election of
LULUCF activities, a description of national systems and national registries, among
others. This detailed guidance allowed Parties to provide the calculation of their AAUs,
which was key for compliance mechanisms. In the Kyoto Protocol context, no Annex I
Party could undertake in Joint Implementation or use Certified Emission Reductions
(CERs) towards meeting their commitment, unless their assigned amount had been
quantified and recorded.
Moreover, a “Work programme on clarification of quantified economy-wide emission
reduction targets of developed country Parties” (Decision 1/CP.18) was carried out under
SBSTA between 2013 and 2014. This programme’s conclusions acknowledged that
additional information provided by Parties during the activities of the Work programme
increased the transparency of the targets and helped facilitate the consideration of the
comparability of efforts among Annex I countries. This information included
“assumptions and conditions related to the individual targets, in particular in relation to
the base year, global warming potential values, coverage of gases, coverage of sectors,
expected emission reductions, and the role of land use, land-use change and forestry, and
carbon credits from market-based mechanisms, and associated assumptions and
conditions related to the ambition of the pledges” (Decision 2/CP.17 paragraph 5).

3.2.2. Potential informational elements for describing NDCs and associated
challenges
Many NDC targets are not transparent or clear. There are many reasons, including
technical and political, as to why this information may not have been communicated (to
date) by Parties. While Annex I countries have extensive experience under the Kyoto
Protocol, many other countries have put forward a mitigation target for the first time in
their INDCs. Some developing countries have experience in communicating mitigation
targets, e.g. under the Cancun Agreements, though with little guidance or specific
requirements for accompanying supporting information on clarity or transparency of the
target. Developing country Parties have therefore considerably less experience than
developed country Parties in providing information clarifying their targets.
Lack of guidance on communication of INDCs may have contributed to the lack of
information on the Paris commitments. According to Herold et al. (2018), out of 86
developing countries that have a BAU target, 33% have not provided BAU projections
numbers. Amongst those who have provided BAU projections, 50% have not provided
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the methodologies or assumptions behind those projections (Herold, Siemons and
Herrmann, 2018[5]; Herold, 2018[6]). Some Parties who have formulated their commitment
against BAU projections also have domestic emissions projections, and thus, the
assumptions and methodologies used to produce them. This suggests that some Parties
could provide this information – without further capacity being built – if clear guidance
were available.
Building on current textual proposal for the MPGs, Table 1explores possible nonexhaustive categories of informational elements for describing NDCs under Article 4,
categorised into two groups: (i) qualitative, narrative-type information and (ii)
quantitative and target-related information.
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Table 1. Categories of information for describing NDC mitigation targets
Categories of
information for
describing NDCs
under Article 4
Planning
processes
and mitigation policies
and measures
Fairness and ambition

Time frames
Scope and coverage
Assumptions
methodologies

and

Information on the land
sector, if applicable

Examples of information

Relevance for the process of tracking progress

Qualitative, narrative-type information
Description of domestic processes to design, prepare and Report on the status of implementation and/or impacts of those
implement the NDC; institutional arrangements
policies and measures as part of tracking progress.
Information on how – in the view of the Party – the NDC is fair; There exist multiple views of what fairness means. Different
Information on operationalising equity and fairness; how the Parties have different views (e.g. historical responsibility vs
Party’s NDC represents a progression beyond the Party’s future mitigation potential) which could make it challenging to
current efforts; (whether and) how the Party strives toward compare efforts. Information on the conditional part of the
economy-wide targets; conditional part of the contribution, if contribution, including whether and how it was met, may
relevant; how the NDC is in line with the long-term low- influence tracking progress towards the NDC target.
emission development strategy.
Quantitative and target-related information
For all NDCs
Target year of the NDC, single- or multi-year and time frame of Essential for understanding over which period progress needs
NDC
to be evaluated, noting that the process of tracking progress for
single and multi-year NDCs could be very different.
Coverage of NDC in relation to IPCC national GHG inventory Important information defining which sectors and gases
guidance, definition of sectors and/or categories; excluded tracking progress will need to take into account.
sectors and gases
How the base year/reference levels were constructed; how Parties are to ensure methodological consistency throughout
emissions and removals were estimated; how methodological the NDC implementation period and apply such consistency to
consistency will be maintained. Accounting approach to be NDC communication, tracking progress and accounting for
used for all sectors.
NDCs.
Whether and which accounting approaches and/or rules a Party
intends to use in the land use sector;

Potential additions and or subtractions in emissions allowances
at target year or period will be important to understand where
Parties are heading.

Is this information already requested in
reports# or in the NDC/CTU?

Yes, for reports (NCs, Initial reports); Yes
for NDCs
No for reports; Yes for NDCs

No for reports, as time frame for KP
commitments are defined; Yes for NDCs
Yes for reports, as BR guidelines include
“Gases and sectors covered” ; Yes for
NDCs
Yes for reports – Annex I need to explain
assumptions and methods for projections
in their NCs – and BRs. (Precedent for
NCs in Non-Annex I for adaptation which
request info on assumptions and methods)
Yes for NDCs
Yes, for Annex I BRs
No for NDCs, but some Parties report it
even in the absence of specific guidance
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Categories of
information for
describing NDCs
under Article 4
Information on Article 6,
if applicable

Quantifiable information
of the reference point
(where appropriate)
Socio-economic data

Examples of information

Relevance for the process of tracking progress

Whether Article 6 voluntary co-operative measures will be used
and conditions for use; accounting approaches to use for Article
6 transfers; how double counting will be avoided and
environmental integrity ensured.

Intended participation in Article 6 could inform what additional
information Parties may need to provide for tracking progress.
Information on how to avoid double counting and ensure
environmental integrity can be compared against how the
measures were implemented.
For selected types of NDCs
Information on the base point/period including e.g. base year This information is essential for the quantification of targets that
emissions levels or business-as-usual (BAU) trajectories
are formulated relative to a reference level and is therefore
essential for the process of tracking progress towards targets.
Needed for some NDC target types, for example, GDP and
population data for intensity targets.

Not only is this information crucial for quantifying intensity
targets, it could also be important to inform emissions
projections

Is this information already requested in
reports# or in the NDC/CTU?
Yes, for Annex I BRs
No for NDCs, but some Parties report it
even in the absence of specific guidance

Maybe – for Annex I BRs
(Not explicitly for BURs but there is
precedent to ask for forest reference levels
for REDD+)
No for NDCs
Not mandatory (but sometimes included in
NCs, BRs and BURs)
Maybe in NDCs(could be implicitly implied
by “quantifiable information on the
reference point” in CTU

Note: By “Reports#” the authors mean the transparency arrangements under the Convention and the Kyoto Protocol, including at least one of the following
reports: national communications, biennial reports and biennial update reports, Initial Reports and Reports on Demonstrable Progress.
Source: Authors, based on (UNFCCC, 2018[7])
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3.3. Indicators for tracking progress made in implementing and achieving NDCs
Current textual proposals call for Parties to identify quantitative and/or qualitative
indicators to track progress in implementing and achieving their NDC (UNFCCC,
2018[4]). Examples of indicators could be: percentage reduction of GHG emissions below
a specified base year, base period, baseline; percentage reduction of GHG intensity below
the specified base year or base period; relevant indicators for a specific policy or
measure; sectoral indicators e.g. hectares of reforestation or percentage of renewable
energy use or production.
The choice of indicators will depend and vary with NDC type, but they would provide in
general an understanding of current progress. As indicators may vary according to
different NDC types, it would be important that they are accompanied by consistent
definitions, data sources, methodologies and assumptions.
Moreover, certain economy-wide and sectoral indicators, such as intensity indicators,
indicators comparing current and reference levels of emissions, share of renewable
energy in total electricity generated, can be useful to track different aspects of progress
towards mitigation targets by providing an understanding of the decarbonisation trends of
a country’s economy. Indicators on the current versus a reference level of emissions (e.g.
business-as-usual emissions) can help understand the impacts of policies implemented.
A number of NDCs are framed in terms of emissions intensity per unit of GDP (e.g.
Chile, China, India, Malaysia, Singapore, Tunisia, Turkmenistan, Uruguay, Uzbekistan)
or population (e.g. Israel and Zimbabwe). The quantification of this type of mitigationrelated target requires, beyond GHG data, socio-economic indicators. Amongst the
countries with NDCs of these types, however, only one has provided GDP or population
projections allowing for the clear and transparent quantification of emissions at target
year. These projections could also serve as a basis for tracking progress during the
implementation period.
Parties formulating mitigation targets as a reduction in emissions intensity of a given base
year have likely modelled socio-economic development pathways associated with the
target. However, the key modelling assumptions behind socio-economic and other factors
driving projections may be politically determined, such as assumptions on GDP,
population and energy price developments. Some countries have targets for these factors,
in particular for GDP projections. While these targets may not always be achieved, they
are strongly linked with governments’ economic/political narratives, and Parties may
have difficulties providing that information for political reasons. On the other hand, some
Parties have at times provided non-GHG socio-economic indicators such as population,
GDP even when this information was not explicitly requested of any Party. In designing
the MPGs (or CTU guidance), it will be important for Parties to consider how
transparency could be achieved (e.g. in ensuring that indicators can be quantified) given
the political sensitivities associated with certain types of information.
MPGs could help Parties identify appropriate indicators and other information to report
on progress to their mitigation targets. One option could be for the MPGs to identify
broad categories of indicators for different types of targets. Parties could then define
which indicators within these categories they will use to track progress towards their
NDCs. For example, to track progress towards mitigation target based on emissions the
MPGs could indicate that emissions-based indicators would be appropriate. Then the
Party could choose which emissions-based indicators they would use (e.g. percentage
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reduction of base year emissions, of target year emissions or of BAU emissions at target
year). MPGs could also ask Parties to provide explanations on their choice of indicators.
Such guidelines could also help Parties set priority areas in gathering relevant national
data over time and facilitate comparability and consistency in reporting on progress.
It will be useful for Parties to indicate upfront which indicators they will use to track
progress towards their NDCs. It would also be important for Parties to report on the same
set of indicators during the implementation of the NDC for tracking progress and for
NDC achievement to ensure internal consistency.

3.4. Information on the Party’s accounting for NDCs under Article 4
All Parties are required to (“shall”) account for their NDCs under Article 4.13 of the Paris
Agreement. APA3 is currently negotiating and developing accounting guidance that could
be applied at different stages of the NDC cycle i.e. before (when the NDC is prepared and
communicated), during (to track progress) and after the end of the NDC implementation
period (to assess NDC achievement). Accounting guidance can inform Parties on what
flows to count and which methodologies to use; which updates can be made to
methodologies and assumptions; and how to calculate an accounting balance (Levin, Rich
and Elliott, 2018[8]).
This sub-section explores the different types of information Parties could report in
accounting for their NDCs. It also highlights how accounting guidelines and the MPGs
could facilitate reporting of this information.

3.4.1. Exploring definitions of NDC accounting and implications
There is some convergence in the definition of accounting for NDC targets formulated in
terms of GHG emissions in Party submissions (European Union, 2018[9]; Government of
South Africa, 2018[10]).10 Overall, accounting for these NDCs is seen to involve:
 counting and summarising flows of GHG emissions and removals associated with
the NDC and ITMOs used towards the NDCs in a given year or over a target
period; and
 calculating an accounting balance.
Parties’ views however differ on whether accounting occurs only at the end of the NDC
period to assess achievement, or also throughout, to inform the process of tracking
progress. If accounting occurs throughout the NDC implementation period, it can inform
tracking of progress and for example, decisions on how many ITMOs may be
acquired/issued and used towards the NDC. Articles 4, 6 and 13 guidelines thus need to
consider the implication of either NDC accounting definition on accounting and reporting
requirements. For example, MPGs will need to specify whether Parties include the
accounting balance calculations in all BTRs or only in the BTR reported after the
implementation period, depending on the definition of the timing of NDC accounting.
Some NDCs are not formulated in GHG terms and it is currently unclear how to account
for them. Levin et al. (2018) identifies a few potential ways to account for these targets.
10

There are other views on accounting, including that accounting for NDCs implies being held
accountable for achieving the NDC. This view is not covered in the paper.
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Accounting for a quantitative non-GHG target could still consist of counting, but in terms
of the non-GHG parameter. For example, accounting for a renewable energy target could
involve counting gigawatt hours (GWh) of installed renewable capacity. If the target is
formulated as a policy or measure, accounting could consist of reporting qualitative
information on the implementation status of the policies. Parties could also convert the
non-GHG parameter into a GHG equivalent or calculate the impacts of policies in
reducing GHG emissions.11 For example, accounting for a target formulated as the
implementation of a renewable energy policy could include counting the estimated GHG
emissions abatement associated with expanding renewable capacity, in addition to
providing details on the policy’s implementation and GWh installed.
The process of counting (i.e. adding and subtracting) and calculation of an accounting
balance requires all flows to be expressed in the same unit (of measurement e.g. tCO2
equivalent). Article 4 and 6 accounting guidelines and rules need to consider that the risk
of double counting can increase if e.g. ITMOs and the NDC target and underlying flows
are not expressed in the same unit. Accounting guidance may be needed to assist Parties
on converting units, for example gigawatt hours to a GHG emissions equivalent. Detailed
explanations on how these estimations are made will be important to include in Parties’
reporting.

3.4.2. Considerations for developing accounting tables
APA3 and APA5 negotiations are considering how to capture and report these flows of
emissions, removals (or non-GHG information for non-GHG targets) and ITMOs and
calculate an accounting balance. Current textual proposals for the MPGs suggest this
information could be reported through BTRs in a tabular format (UNFCCC, 2018[4]).
These accounting tables are referred to in some Party submissions as “structured
summaries” and “GHG balance sheets” (European Union, 2018[9]; Government of South
Africa, 2018[10]).
The accounting tables will need to accommodate different types of mitigation targets, and
their different sectoral and gas coverage and timing aspects. Moreover, accounting for
single and multi-year targets could be considerably different. If accounting for NDCs
consists of a process to assess achievement, then accounting for a GHG single-year target
would consist of summarising the flows of emissions and ITMOs and calculating an
accounting balance to be compared to the target emissions level at the target year.
Accounting for multi-year GHG targets would consist of summarising flows of
emissions, removals and ITMOs over a target period. Depending on the type of multiyear GHG target, accounting may involve may involve calculating and comparing current
and final emissions levels to an average amount of emission reductions; or comparing
current annual emissions to an annual target; or comparing the sum of emissions to a
cumulative emissions target, all over a target period (Levin, Rich and Elliott, 2018[8]).
Accounting tables need to find a balance between accommodating a diversity of NDCs
and facilitating comparability. In considering comparability, guidelines could consider
how to facilitate aggregation of information for collective stocktaking purposes.
Standardised templates of accounting tables could help Parties clearly identify which
flows to include and the appropriate level of reporting detail to enhance comparability.
11

Article 4.13 provides some basis for this approach as it refers to “accounting for anthropogenic
emissions and removals corresponding to their nationally determined contributions”.
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Article 4, 6 and 13 guidelines will need to consider how ITMOs need to be reported in
such tables to inform tracking progress and facilitate the avoidance of double counting. A
net amount of ITMOs used towards the NDC is technically sufficient for accounting and
tracking progress. On the other hand, more detailed information in accounting tables
could facilitate avoidance of double counting. This detailed information can include
which Parties the ITMOs were traded with, how many units were traded and when the
units were issued, transferred and/or used towards NDCs (i.e. vintages). Parties could
instead include information on any national transaction log of ITMOs that contains the
detailed information along with explanations on how the Party has ensured the avoidance
of double counting. The development of Article 6 rules and guidelines to ensure “robust
accounting” may also influence how ITMOs are calculated and reported. Comparability
in the reporting of ITMOs in accounting tables could make it easier to cross-check
information across trading Parties.
NDC accounting guidance and Article 6 rules could also consider possible implications of
trade between Parties with single- and multi-year targets. For example, a Party with a
multi-year target could make a corresponding adjustment at a different time than the Party
with a single-year target for the same ITMOs traded between them. Should this happen,
Article 6 guidelines and reporting MPGs need to consider this potential time lag between
corresponding adjustments to ensure that units are not neglected or double-counted.

3.4.3. Considerations for reporting other information fundamental to NDC
accounting
Reporting accounting information allowing for the understanding of the information in
the accounting tables will be important. This information includes information on
methodologies and assumptions that underpin the NDC accounting process. Under Article
4.13, Parties shall “promote environmental integrity, transparency, accuracy,
completeness, comparability and consistency, and ensure the avoidance of double
counting, in accordance with guidance adopted by the Conference of the Parties serving
as the meeting of the Parties to this Agreement”. Clear and detailed accounting guidance
can help Parties report this information according to the principles outlined in Article
4.13.
Parties will also need to report on any technical updates they have made to methodologies
and assumptions, for e.g. updating the Global Warming Potential (GWP) values in line
with latest IPCC guidance. Article 4.13 guidance and MPGs can inform Parties on
reporting transparently on what updates have been made; the resulting changes in the
NDC accounting; and on compliance with Article 4 accounting guidelines.
Paragraph 31 of Decision 1/CP.21 requests the APA to elaborate accounting guidance
that ensures certain accounting principles. These principles include ensuring
methodological consistency; using methodologies and common metrics in accordance
with IPCC guidelines; and coverage of all categories of anthropogenic emissions and
explaining any exclusions. Parties’ reporting could explain how they have ensured these
principles. For example, Parties could report on how they have ensured methodological
consistency when a technical update has been made. Transparent information on whether
and how Parties have accounted for emissions using common metrics (e.g. GWP values)
would be essential for Parties that are trading ITMOs. This information will help ensure
that the same amount of emission reductions are being correspondingly adjusted by
trading Parties.
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3.5. Information related to Article 6
Article 6.1 recognises that Parties pursuing voluntary cooperative approaches in
implementing their NDC may do so “to allow for higher ambition in their mitigation and
adaptation actions and to promote sustainable development and environmental integrity”.
Article 6.2 further states that Parties trading ITMOs shall “promote sustainable
development and ensure environmental integrity and transparency, including in
governance, and shall apply robust accounting to ensure, inter alia, the avoidance of
double counting, consistent with guidance adopted by the Conference of the Parties
serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Agreement.”
Parties participating in cooperative approaches may be required to report information on
how they have ensured these principles are met. The latest textual proposals under Article
6 negotiations include options for this information to be reported through BTRs, under
information on tracking progress (UNFCCC, 2018[11]). The concept of environmental
integrity includes many aspects that could be reported on such as additionality12 and
avoidance of double counting. Both qualitative (e.g. information on national transaction
logs and institutional arrangements) and quantitative information (e.g. conservative
baselines used) would be useful in reporting how these principles have been ensured.
It would be helpful for guidelines elaborated under Article 6 to distinguish the nice-tohave versus need-to-have information and indicate the required level of reporting detail to
facilitate Parties’ reporting. Clear and specific guidelines on what it means to report this
information in a transparent, accurate, clear, consistent, and comparable manner would
also be useful.
Reporting by Parties on certain internationally transferred mitigation outcomes that are
not used towards NDCs could be useful to facilitate the avoidance of double counting.
These mitigation outcomes would include those acquired by a Party that will voluntarily
cancel or use them for a purpose other than towards the NDC. It is currently not clear if
and how corresponding adjustments for these types of mitigation can be made (e.g. to the
NDC target). It would be useful for Article 6 guidance to highlight if and what reporting
on these mitigation outcomes is needed to facilitate the avoidance of double counting.
This information could be reported separately from the accounting tables as the
mitigation outcomes are not used towards the NDCs.

3.6. Mitigation actions, policies and measures and projections of GHG emissions
and removals
Current textual proposals for the MPGs consider that Parties provide information on
mitigation actions, policies and measures and on emissions projections in the context of
tracking progress towards NDCs. This section explores relevant experience and potential
challenges related to providing that information.

3.6.1. Relevant experience in reporting on PaMs and emissions projections
The Kyoto Protocol requires (“shall”) Annex I Parties to have made demonstrable
progress towards their commitment by 2005. According to their guidelines, a Report on
12

Additionality in this context refers to emission reductions from Article 6 mechanisms being
additional to those reductions that would have resulted from the implementation of the NDC.
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Demonstrable Progress must include: (i) A description of domestic measures, including
any legal and institutional steps to prepare to implement its commitments under the Kyoto
Protocol; (ii) Trends in, and projections of, its GHG emissions and (iii) An evaluation of
how such domestic measures, in light of these trends and projections, will contribute to
the Party meeting its commitments. Annex I Parties have experience reporting on this that
precedes the entry into force of the Kyoto Protocol. Biennial Reports (BRs) are the main
tools for Annex I Parties to report on the estimated impacts of policies and measures
(PaMs) and emissions projections (paragraph 40a, Decision 1/CP.16).13
Although Annex I Parties have experience reporting these informational elements, they
have also faced some challenges in reporting such information. The analysis of second
Technical Review Reports of Annex I BRs noted that most of the recommendations
provided by the review teams were related to information reported on the progress to the
target, including projections (UNFCCC, 2017[12]). This analysis also notes that many
review recommendations were related to the lack of information on estimated effects or
the lack in explanations on why the effects of mitigation actions were not quantified
(UNFCCC, 2017[7]).
While Non-Annex I Parties are not currently requested to report on progress towards
mitigation targets, they have experience reporting information on PaMs and on emissions
projections through their National Communications (NCs) and their BURs, although this
experience is limited. If Parties have less experience and capacity in reporting certain
elements under the Convention, this will likely impact their reporting experience under
the ETF (Vallejo, Moarif and Halimanjaya, 2017[13]).

3.6.2. Reporting on GHG effects of policies and measures (PaMs)
The purpose of reporting qualitatively and quantitatively on the implementation status
and effects of policies is twofold. First, reporting on the status of implementation allows
to simply assess whether the adopted policies or mitigation actions were really
implemented. In some cases, circumstances may change since the adoption of policies
that determine if and to what extent they are implemented. For example, the funds
originally created and allocated for the PaMs may be shifted elsewhere (Herold, Siemons
and Herrmann, 2018[5]). Second, quantifying the ex ante and ex post effects of PaMs in
terms of emissions reductions can help Parties understand if and to what extent the PaMs
have helped meet mitigation goals. It could then facilitate the preparation of and meeting
future mitigation goals.
The methodologies to estimate these effects could range from simple to complex,
depending on the sector and type of policy, as there could be several factors and possible
scenarios to take into account. Emissions could also be impacted by interactions between
a set of policies, making it difficult to attribute emissions abatement to a certain policy or
group of policies. It will therefore not be possible to develop specific guidance on
methodologies to estimate the effects of all policies and mitigation actions. However, it

13

Developed countries shall submit annual GHG inventories and Biennial Reports “on their
progress in achieving emission reductions, including information on mitigation actions to achieve
their quantified economy-wide emission targets and emission reductions achieved, projected
emissions and the provision of financial, technology and capacity-building support to developing
country Parties” (paragraph 40(a) of Decision 1/CP.16).
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could be useful for the MPGs to request quantitative information on estimated impacts of
PaMs, as well as an explanation of methodologies where possible.

3.6.3. Reporting on projections of GHG emissions and removals
GHG emissions projections consist of expected trends of future emissions and removals.
They are useful to understand the potential trajectories and estimate progress towards
mitigation targets. Estimating future emissions levels is however challenging due to a
variety of technical, capacity-related and political reasons. Among the technical
challenges, projections rely on a number of assumptions, which make them inherently
uncertain. To address this type of uncertainty, it would be important that projections are
accompanied by detailed methodological explanations, including assumptions, and where
possible an uncertainty analysis. Moreover, as projections are based on historical
emissions values, inventory data will influence emission projections. Thus, the more
recent and accurate the historical data is, the more reliable the emissions projections will
be.
Estimating future emissions often requires the use of models and specialised capacities to
pilot these models, and many countries may lack that capacity today. Building that incountry capacity will require resources and time before emissions projections can be
provided on regular basis. Other forms of projections, e.g. simple extrapolation of historic
trends, could be reported as part of tracking progress but these can carry greater inherent
uncertainties.
Finally, it can be politically sensitive for Parties to provide forward-looking estimates of
emissions and removals. As emissions projections are often based on a set of socioeconomic assumptions or a set of implemented or planned policies, they could be seen as
more than a purely technical component of climate policy planning, but as having a
political role in climate policy making nationally and internationally. To accommodate
these political considerations, Parties could provide a range of emissions trajectories and
projections, similar to those provided for the factors underlying projections (e.g. GDP
projections).
Following the principle of no backsliding, it would be important for Parties that have
provided quantitative information (e.g. GHG inventories, “with measures” projections
under their Biennial Reports) when reporting on progress under the Convention and
Kyoto Protocol, to continue doing so under the ETF. Table 2 below captures information
that is relevant for tracking progress towards NDCs and notes whether this information is
useful or required to track progress towards particular types of NDC targets. The table
also identifies what information is already requested of Parties through guidelines for
BRs and BURs14 for the different informational elements currently under consideration in
textual proposals for the MPGs.

14

While BURs do not have a specific mandate to track progress towards mitigation targets, NonAnnex I Parties are requested to report on some voluntary information relevant to progress (e.g.
quantitative goals and progress indicators that track implementation of mitigation actions).
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Table 2. Tracking progress information, relevance for different NDC types and experience
Categories of information

Relevance of
information to NDC
target type

Requested in BR guidelines?
Section of the BR guidelines the information (or similar
information) is requested under

Requested in BUR guidelines?
Section of the BUR guidelines the information (or similar
information) is requested under

Information/summary on GHG emissions
and removals (i.e. GHG inventory
information), if applicable

N/A for non-GHG
targets;
++ for rest

✔
Information on GHG emissions and trends (mandatory)

✔
National GHG Inventory (Mandatory to report on certain gases
for certain years; rest voluntary)

National circumstances and Institutional
MRV arrangements

+ for all

✔
Mitigation actions and their effects (which includes
information on changes in domestic institutional
arrangements) (mandatory) (National communications
contain information on national circumstances)

✔
Scope (which includes information on updates to national
circumstances and institutional arrangements (relative to recent
NC) (voluntary)

✔
QEERT description information (which includes information
e.g. on scope, base year) (mandatory); Progress in
achievement of quantified economy-wide emission
reduction targets and relevant information (mandatory).

✔

Description of NDC target under Article 4,
including updates (mitigation target for
BR)

Qualitative or
quantitative
information

++ for all

Information on the scope, coverage of mitigation actions shall be
reported to the extent possible.

Indicators to track progress in
implementing and achieving NDCs
(Indicators to track progress towards
mitigation targets are referred to in current
Paris Agreement negotiations. This type
of indicator is not explicitly requested in
BR and BUR guidelines although related
information is requested)

++ for all

N/A
Although not requested, some developed countries have
reported e.g. intensity indicators in their BRs

N/A
Guidelines on mitigation actions state that Parties shall to the
extent possible provide information i.a. on quantitative goals,
progress indicators

Accounting tables, accounting
methodologies and other explanations
(under Article 4.13)

++ for all

✔
QEERT description information (which includes information
on approaches to counting emissions and removals)
(mandatory); Estimates of emission reductions and
removals and the use of units from the market-based
mechanisms and land use, land-use change and forestry
activities (mandatory)

✔
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Relevance of
information to NDC
target type

Requested in BR guidelines?
Section of the BR guidelines the information (or similar
information) is requested under

Requested in BUR guidelines?
Section of the BUR guidelines the information (or similar
information) is requested under

Article 6 information including ITMOs
used towards NDCs; and information on
how double counting was avoided and
environmental integrity ensured.
BR and BUR equivalent information is
related to market-based mechanisms.

N/A or different set of
reporting requirements
for non-GHG targets**;
++ for rest;

✔
QEERT description information (which includes information
on use of MBMs towards achieving target) (mandatory);
Estimates of emission reductions and removals and the
use of units from the market-based mechanisms and land
use, land-use change and forestry activities (mandatory)

✔

Projections of greenhouse gas emissions
(“with measures”) and removals, as
applicable and methods and assumptions
(qualitative); uncertainty analysis
(quantitative)

++ for peaking targets;
+* for rest, N/A for nonGHG targets

✔
Projections (mandatory for 2020 and
2030, references National Communication guidelines)

Mitigation policies, measures and actions
undertaken and impacts of PaMs and
methodologies and assumptions

++ for target defined as
implementation of
PaMs;
+ for rest

✔
Mitigation actions and their effects (mandatory).

Categories of information

Qualitative or
quantitative
information
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The guidelines under the Mitigation Action section mention
broadly that information on international market mechanisms
shall be provided to the extent possible.
X
Not explicitly requested as NAI Parties did not have to report
projections.
✔
Scope (which includes information on updates on mitigation
actions and their effects; updates relative to recent NC)
(voluntary); Mitigation actions (voluntary). Parties shall to the
extent possible provide information on quantitative goals,
progress indicators, results of (mitigation) actions, use of units,
progress with implementation, estimated emission reductions of
mitigation actions and information of methodologies and
assumptions.

Note: The information requested within BR and BUR reporting guidelines is identified but this does mean that all of this information is reported (when voluntary) or
that information not requested within guidelines is not reported by some Parties.
*The table identifies “with measures” projections’ usefulness in tracking progress towards mitigation targets. These projections are of currently implemented policies
and do not include BAU projections which are essential to tracking progress towards BAU targets.
** Article 6 negotiations are considering non-GHG metrics for international co-operative approaches although no final decisions have been made.
Legend:
+ = information that is useful to have; ++ = information that is required to track progress
= qualitative information;
= quantitative information
Source: Authors, based on (Ellis and Moarif, 2015[14]; Vallejo, Moarif and Halimanjaya, 2017[13]; Ellis et al., 2018[3])
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4. Review of information for tracking progress towards NDCs: issues and
options
Information submitted by each Party under Article 13.7, including information for
tracking progress towards implementing and achieving the NDC, shall be subject to a
Technical Expert Review (TER) as per Article 13.11. As per Article 13.12, the TER
“shall consist of a consideration of the Party’s support provided, as relevant, and its
implementation and achievement of its nationally determined contribution. The review
shall also identify areas of improvement for the Party, and include a review of the
consistency of the information with the modalities, procedures and guidelines” referred to
in Article 13.13. Article 13.11 further states that the review process “shall include
assistance in identifying capacity-building needs”. Finally, each Party “shall participate in
a facilitative, multilateral consideration of progress with respect to efforts under Article 9,
and its respective implementation and achievement of its nationally determined
contribution”.
The technical review process has an essential role to play in the tracking progress process.
First, it could ensure that all relevant informational elements (e.g. GHG inventories,
information to track progress) come together to produce a transparent, complete,
consistent picture on progress. This would be important for enhancing mutual trust and
confidence amongst Parties and for providing useful inputs for the global stocktake.
Second, the review process could provide Parties, and in particular Parties with lower
capacity, with the opportunity to identify and share good practices and lessons learned.
The modalities of the review could help ensure that the TER offers many benefits to
Parties. These benefits could include insights and recommendations on where to focus
capacity-building efforts and how to prioritise improvements; how to make reporting
improvements over time, and in line with the TACCC principles; and how to convey
information in a clear and coherent manner such that other Parties and readers have a
good level of understanding. This section looks into current review processes under the
Kyoto Protocol and the Convention to draw lessons learned.
Review processes under the UNFCCC have been useful at improving transparency in
reporting by Parties. This section examines three UNFCCC processes that are relevant to
reporting on progress towards mitigation targets. Table 3 in the Annex provides an
overview of all three processes including on their objectives, scopes, frequency, processes
and outputs. Although the mandate of some of these processes is not to review reporting
on progress specifically, they each could provide relevant lessons learned:

Unclassified



Technical review of BRs: One of the mandates for the technical review of the BR
(part of the International Assessment and Review (IAR) process) is to assess
Party’s progress in achieving the quantified, economy-wide emission reduction
target (QEERT). Relevant lessons on how progress could be reviewed could be
applied to the TER. The IAR process also includes a Multilateral Assessment of
Parties’ reports where other Parties are allowed to pose questions and seek
clarification.



GHG inventory reviews: The GHG inventory review is a comprehensive process
with different forms of review examining the inventory information. This process
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could provide lessons on the different stages and types of review that could be
applicable for the TER as well as on the usefulness of providing specific
requirements and definitions of TACCC principles within guidelines.


Technical analysis of BURs: The technical analysis of BURs can highlight how
reviewers encouraged improvements in reporting on elements that are relevant to
progress including on mitigation actions. The International Consultation and
Analysis (ICA) process also includes a multilateral process called the Facilitative
Sharing of Views (FSV).

Drawing from current experience of the three processes as well as previous CCXG work
(Ellis et al., 2011[15]), certain options are identified below for the TER. The options also
highlight that the effectiveness and mandate of the review is strongly tied to that of the
reporting guidelines.

Clear reporting criteria to streamline review and identify improvements
Identifying clear criteria for reporting different qualitative and quantitative information to
track progress in line with relevant TACCC principles will be useful. For example, the
guidelines for GHG inventories contain specific definitions for TACCC principles. The
criteria for completeness in reporting on indicators could list specific information to be
provided such as: definition of indicators; current and reference values; methodologies
and assumptions; data sources; and any updates (e.g. to the assumptions). Including
checklists or templates (within MPGs) indicating what information is needed to facilitate
completeness in reporting will be useful to guide Parties’ reporting.
Identifying such reporting criteria can help streamline the review process. The TER could
identify issues in reporting and highlight areas of improvements using the criteria as a
benchmark. Reporting and review criteria need to be elaborated to ensure that Parties
make continuous improvements in reporting over time. For example, Parties could be
encouraged to indicate if and why the current reporting has not met some or all of the
criteria for different information. It would be useful if Parties could also indicate in an
improvement plan how they plan to meet the full set of criteria over time. The review
could also provide recommendations for improvements depending on the Party’s national
circumstances and needs. The TER could then check – over successive reviews – that the
Party is making the improvements over time.

Consultative, formalised process to examine reporting issues and challenges
The technical review of BRs identify certain issues in Parties’ reporting, such as lack of
transparency, completeness and consistency with guidelines. After Parties address these
issues, reviews also include an assessment of Parties’ treatment of these issues. The
examination of issues in the BR process have highlighted if and where there may be a
lack of clarity in interpreting and reporting guidelines (UNFCCC, 2017[12]). A similar
process in the technical analysis of BURs highlighted that Parties reporting on certain
information is affected by weak institutional arrangements (Government of Germany,
2016[16]).
Formalising the process of examining issues in consultation with the Party, within MPGs,
can help reviewers better identify and understand underlying reporting challenges. The
examination of issues could also usefully inform future improvements to reporting
guidelines if multiple Parties highlight issues in interpreting MPGs clearly.
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Offering different types of review based on needs
Through the IAR and ICA processes as well as reviews of NCs, different forms of
reviews are included that complement each other and accommodate different national
circumstances. For example, reviews of GHG inventories involve initial assessments by
the UNFCCC Secretariat and desk, centralised and in-country reviews that vary in depth
(i.e. check of whether all categories of gases are included versus a detailed technical
assessment that identifies inconsistencies).
It is important for the design of the review system to consider how to address the fact that
more Parties will be reporting and thus undergoing review under the Paris Agreement
than before. One option could be to make different types of reviews available to Parties.
Parties could potentially opt for certain types of review at different times based on their
needs and circumstances while providing explanations on their preference. For example, a
Party that is beginning to install the relevant MRV institutional arrangements could opt
for less intensive reviews initially, if this is in accordance with their needs. They could
request for more in-depth reviews as and when their institutional arrangements allow for
higher quality and more complete reporting. For a single Party that undergoes different
forms of review, the outputs of these reviews could be compared to ensure there is
consistency, for example in Parties’ reporting and implementations of recommendations
provided by reviewers. Reviewers could also check for consistency of conclusions of
successive reviews of biennial reports, as is the case for the IAR process.
The Facilitative Multilateral Consideration of Progress (FMCP) is called for in Article
13.11 and can complement the TER in identifying and sharing lessons learned. Designing
the FMCP will also need to consider how to accommodate the participation of more
Parties in the same multilateral process (than currently, where Parties participate in either
the Multilateral Assessment or the Facilitative Sharing of Views).

Designing the review process as a facilitative exercise
The facilitative nature of the review could help Parties be more receptive to the
recommendations provided by the review team. For example, current reviews of BRs and
technical analysis of BURs discuss recommendations with Parties. Continuing to conduct
the review as a dialogue between reviewers and Parties could remove some of the
apprehension Parties may have during reviews (Huang, 2016[17]). In addition to reviewers
asking questions of Parties, Parties could be encouraged to ask reviewers technical
questions and reviewers could acknowledge (e.g. capacity) challenges Parties face in
reporting certain information in the review reports.

Facilitating efficiency in the review system
To date, there is significant overlap in the scope of different reviews of Annex I reporting,
e.g. of BRs and NC. In order to increase the efficiency of the review processes,
streamlining efforts were made. For example, the year that a BR and NC review coincide,
both are reviewed jointly. The biennial reporting under the ETF could resolve some of
these issues with timing under the Paris Agreement. The review system under the ETF
will need to ensure an efficient process to take into account a considerably larger number
of Parties reporting biennially than is currently the case.
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5. Addressing linkages between Articles 4, 6 and 13 for a tracking progress
system under the Paris Agreement
Tracking progress to mitigation targets will involve different information elements
outlined under Articles 4, 6 and 13 of the Paris Agreement. The guidance governing these
informational elements are being elaborated in three different negotiating tracks. The
Paris Decision (UNFCCC, 2016[2]) requests the third agenda item of the APA (APA3) to
develop guidance on the information necessary for CTU and on accounting for NDCs.
Guidelines will also be negotiated for Parties to communicate the “features” of the NDC
under Article 4. Further, Parties may voluntarily participate in the international transfer of
mitigation outcomes through Article 6. The guidelines for these transfers will be
elaborated within Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA)
negotiations. The MPGs for reporting and review under the ETF are being negotiated
under APA5. There are different informational and procedural inter-linkages currently
being discussed within on-going negotiations under APA3, APA5 and the SBSTA agenda
item on matters relating to Article 6. This section explores these linkages and examines
how they can be addressed to ensure a coherent system for tracking progress.
While there are clear linkages in the informational elements requested under the different
provisions of the Paris Agreement, they differ in the following aspects:


Timing:
‒

The information for CTU is to be communicated five years ahead of the start
of the NDC implementation period or at any point the NDC is updated. It is
therefore to be communicated at least every five years (this could happen
more often if the NDC is updated). Information for CTU (e.g. on the scope
and coverage of the NDC mitigation target and methodologies used to
formulate the target) help to clearly understand and possibly, as appropriate,
quantify the NDC target and provides therefore important information for the
processes of tracking progress and of accounting for the NDC. Information
for CTU is however not reported under the ETF. However, a description of
the NDC is to be reported as part of tracking progress under the ETF.

‒

Information on tracking progress would consist of quantitative and/or
qualitative assessments during the NDC implementation period of progress
made towards implementing and achieving the NDC.

‒

Information on accounting for NDC could vary for different NDC target
types. For NDCs containing a GHG mitigation target, accounting could
capture all emissions and removals as well as units from Article 6 transfers.
NDC accounting could be done at any point in time to assess the
implementation of the NDC and inform tracking of progress (during NDC
implementation period) and to assess achievement of the NDC (after the end
of the NDC period). Accounting guidance currently being developed APA3
will be applied before, during and after the NDC period.

‒

Textual proposals for the MPGs currently suggest that different information
defined under Articles 4, 6 and 13 will be reported via BTRs to inform
tracking of progress. Currently under consideration is that Parties provide e.g.
information describing their NDCs (linked to CTU information) or
information on accounting in BTRs. Article 4, 6 and 13 guidelines could
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consider how to synchronise the timing of different information elements to
the biennial reporting of the BTRs. This could contribute to Parties providing
potentially more complete packages of information. This would also be
important in the context of the Global Stocktake, which aims to provide a
picture of collective progress, informed by the information Parties provide
under the ETF.


Review requirement
‒

Parties are required to prepare and communicate an NDC along with
information on CTU of the NDC under Article 4 and this information will not
undergo review. Information necessary to track progress, including
information on description of the NDC and on NDC accounting, will be
reported in line with Article 13 MPGs and will undergo a review. Articles 4
and 6 could help inform how the TER examines some of the information that
will follow the guidance under these Articles. For example, Articles 4 and 6
could consider providing the necessary guidelines that the TER will take into
account when reviewing e.g. the accounting tables and Article 6 information
on environmental integrity.

There are several benefits in considering these distinct informational and accounting
elements as part of one internally consistent package of information to be communicated
or reported by Parties. The next sub-sections explore the linkages amongst each of the
elements and their particular implications on a tracking progress system under the Paris
Agreement. Some considerations for Article 4, 6 and 13 guidance are also identified.

5.1. Linkages between CTU information and the description of the NDC
Information on CTU, to be communicated along with the NDC, has the primary function
to help understand the NDC mitigation target under Article 4 and is useful to inform
subsequent processes of tracking NDC progress and accounting for the NDCs. This
information can be of qualitative, narrative-type information or quantitative and targetrelated information and the categories of information described in Table 1 for information
describing the NDCs would be broadly the same for CTU. Information within CTU may
need to be updated (methodologies, dynamic business-as-usual projections) and these
updates would be reported through BTRs during the implementation period under the
description of the NDC (refer to section 3.2, for details). In substance, this information
would therefore be strongly linked to the information Parties would provide in their
BTRs.
In terms of timing, the information on describing the NDCs for tracking progress would
be reported at a later stage compared to CTU information provided with the NDC. The
information describing the NDC would be reported to re-iterate, complement or update
CTU information in BTRs, as per current textual proposals for the MPGs (UNFCCC,
2018[4]).

5.2. Accounting guidance to inform the process of tracking progress
The Paris Decision requests the APA to elaborate accounting guidance for Parties’ NDCs.
Current textual proposals for the MPGs considers that Parties will provide information on
accounting for their NDCs under Article 4, as part of information package on tracking
progress (UNFCCC, 2018[4]). If Parties account for their NDCs in their BTRs, then that
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information will undergo review (there are no direct review requirements for information
provided under Article 4 provisions). Information on NDC accounting may need to be
reviewed to ensure methodological consistency and a technical review is likely to provide
useful insights. Article 4 and 13 guidance will also need to co-ordinate to inform Parties
on what updates can be made during the NDC period and how to report on recalculations.
It could also be important to ensure consistency in methodologies applied in counting
flows in NDC accounting and in calculating e.g. indicators, as relevant. There would
therefore be strong linkages in developing and applying accounting guidance under APA3
and the MPGs under APA5.
The APA is to elaborate accounting guidance that ensures certain principles. These
principles include how Parties have strived to include all categories of anthropogenic
emissions and removals in their NDC (paragraph 31, Decision 1/CP.21); how to
communicate or report on avoidance of double counting; how Parties account for
emissions and removals from the land sector. Parties may need to report on how they
have applied accounting guidance and ensured these principles as part of tracking
progress information as per current textual proposals (UNFCCC, 2018[4]).

5.3. Article 6 linkages with Articles 4 and 13
The information reported under Article 6 may act as inputs into the processes of
accounting for NDCs and Article 13 reporting. During the implementation period, Parties
could report information on ITMOs used, their vintages as well as explanations on double
counting and environmental integrity through BTRs. This is key information for
accounting for NDCs. Article 6 information may also input into Article 4 CTU
information and/or BTRs. Current textual proposals under Article 6 cite quantification of
the mitigation target in NDCs in tonnes of CO2 equivalent as a possible requirement to
participate in Article 6.2 (UNFCCC, 2018[11]). This information could be communicated
and/or reported upfront within information for CTU and/or the first BTR. Parties could
also provide information on the intention to participate in Article 6 and on the conditions
of use (i.e. towards the NDC or other purposes) up-front under CTU and/or in the first
BTR.
While Article 4.13 of the Paris Agreement calls on Parties to account for their NDCs in
general, Article 6 calls for “robust accounting” of ITMOs. In both cases, the accounting
guidance “shall” ensure, inter alia, the avoidance of double counting. If the Article 6
ITMOs are used towards NDCs, the net flows must be accounted for; and if the system as
a whole is to be coherent, the guidance for accounting for Article 6 ITMOs will
necessarily link to the more general NDC accounting guidance. Developing MPGs (under
which accounting information will be reported), NDC accounting guidance and Article 6
rules in a coordinated manner can help ensure that emission reductions are counted only
once.
The responsibility of reviewing Article 6 information is not yet agreed but could fall
under the TER. Article 6 guidance may need to identify how this information will need to
be reviewed and consider whether the mandate of the TER can accommodate such a
review. Clear reporting guidelines, including clear definition of key principles (e.g. such
as double counting and environmental integrity) will be crucial for an effective review by
the TER. Article 6 may need to also consider possible implications of trading Parties
undergoing reviews at different points of time.
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Article 6 negotiations are considering an Article 6 body that may conduct a review of
certain Article 6 information (UNFCCC, 2018[11]). If there is an Article 6 body as well as
a TER, it could be useful to consider how to divide and co-ordinate the review
responsibilities.
Article 6 negotiations are considering the possibility of Parties reporting information on
how they have met participation requirements before they participate in Article 6
(UNFCCC, 2018[11]). It is not clear if this reporting will lie within the Article 13 mandate.
There may be timing implications of such a report on the reporting and review of Article
6 information under the ETF that need be considered by Article 6 and 13 guidance.

5.4. A tracking progress system under the Paris Agreement: addressing linkages
across core elements
Considering all the linkages across the various informational elements Parties are to
communicate or report on, it is key that there is co-ordination across the negotiation
streams under which these elements are being contemplated to, inter alia:


Enhance transparency and completeness: The different informational elements
to be provided by Parties in the process of tracking progress towards
implementing and achieving their NDC are currently being negotiated in different
streams. Considering the whole system as one and working in a co-ordinated
manner would avoid overlaps and prevent some relevant information from being
omitted. Further, key information related to understanding the mitigation target is
missing in current NDCs. Given the relevance of such information to tracking
progress, it will be important that MPGs clarify what Parties are to provide on the
NDC target description. The transparency and completeness of Article 6
information is also important to informing tracking progress. Reporting
information on ITMOs used towards the NDCs throughout the NDC
implementation period could be important to facilitate the avoidance of double
counting.

 Ensuring consistency across different communication and reporting tools:
Taking into account linkages between Articles 4, 6 and 13 during negotiations on
rules and guidelines in a co-ordinated manner would help ensure coherence, that
is, that rules work well together and that they can support each other. Also,
Parties may report on the same information across different communication and
reporting tools. For example, in the process of tracking progress under the ETF,
Parties are to report on information describing their NDCs, which will likely reiterate or update information provided in CTU. Applying accounting guidance
where relevant in a consistent manner would also be important. The process of
counting emissions and removals under NDC accounting needs to be
methodologically consistent with calculations of e.g. GHG indicators for the
processes of tracking progress. Participation in Article 6 transfers could also
potentially trigger some reporting and other obligations. Parties may be required
to quantify targets in GHG emissions (if they have not already done so) in order
to be eligible for participation in Article 6 mechanisms. These obligations could
affect information needed for describing the NDC and for tracking progress.
Ensuring consistency on this aspect could be important and may possibly need
particular attention during a technical review.
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6. Conclusions
The Paris Agreement requires Parties to track progress towards implementing and
achieving their NDCs under Article 4. Tracking Parties’ progress towards their NDC
targets is important both for understanding domestic progress and for supporting the
international process, where it can inform tracking progress towards collective goals.
Three key aspects of tracking progress are examined in this paper: reporting, review and
linkages between Articles 4, 6 and 13.
Parties “shall” report information to track progress made in implementing and achieving
NDCs (Article 13.7b). Certain categories of information are identified in current textual
proposals for MPGs as relevant to tracking progress. The type of information needed to
track progress, including quantitative and qualitative, will vary with the NDC target type.
For example, progress towards a quantified target such as an absolute GHG emissions
target could be tracked with indicators quantifying and comparing current and reference
levels of GHG emissions. Tracking progress towards targets that are not quantified in
terms of GHG, formulated for example as a list of actions, would include qualitative
narrative information on the implementation of these actions. Reporting qualitative
information describing the NDC e.g. on scope, coverage of the target, methodologies and
assumptions is essential for all targets and to enhance transparency.
Annex I Parties have experience reporting on information to track progress in
implementing mitigation targets under the Convention and the Kyoto Protocol. NonAnnex I Parties have some, but significantly less experience in reporting information on
progress towards mitigation targets. To avoid backsliding, it would be important for
Parties who have reported information under the current system to continue doing so
under the ETF. For example, developed country Parties (that were Annex I Parties under
the Convention) could continue reporting on “with measures” projections even if it is not
necessary information to track progress towards their NDC target type.
This paper analyses some relevant experience and potential challenges to be considered in
formulating the MPGs in reporting different types of information currently under
consideration to track progress. The different information types and the potential
reporting challenges are outlined below.


GHG inventories: Parties “shall” provide GHG inventories under Article 13.7a.
Information on emissions and removals is fundamental for NDC accounting,
tracking progress and informing GHG-related indicators and projections. There
are issues related to the availability of latest GHG emissions data. For example,
the latest available GHG inventory of some Non-Annex I Parties is currently quite
old. For Parties with recent and regularly reported GHG data, this may still only
become available for consideration within the BTR towards the end of the NDC
implementation period. It would be important for the MPGs to consider how
Parties could still report on progress, where historical GHG information does not
cover the implementation period of that particular NDC.



Description of the NDC: A good understanding of targets is key to enable
tracking progress of their implementation and achievement. Many mitigation
NDC targets are not transparent or clear. There are many reasons, including
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technical and political, as to why the necessary information may not be provided
by Parties. This could be due to the lack of experience of Parties in providing
information to clarify their targets combined with the lack of clear guidance in the
pre-Paris INDC process or lack of in-country data.
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Indicators: Different NDCs will need different indicators to track progress in
implementing and achieving the NDCs and these can be quantitative and/or
qualitative, depending on the target. It will be important to accompany indicators
with transparent information on their definitions, data sources, methodologies and
assumptions. The quantification of some indicators will rely on socio-economic
assumptions (e.g. GDP) that may be politically challenging to report. Parties will
need to consider how to report transparently to quantify their target and
indicators.



Accounting for NDCs: Information on flows of emissions, removals, ITMOs and
other possible non-GHG information (for non-GHG NDC targets) captured in
accounting tables as well as underlying methodologies and assumptions can
inform Parties’ tracking of progress. Accounting tables will need to accommodate
different types of NDCs (single- and multi-year, GHG and non-GHG) while
allowing for comparability. Further, accounting guidance will need to consider
that calculating an accounting balance requires all flows to be expressed in the
same unit. Accounting guidance could highlight the importance of reporting
methodologies, assumptions, metrics transparently to facilitating the
understanding of the accounting tables. Information on whether common metrics
(e.g. GWP values) are being used between Parties trading ITMOs is also relevant
to ensure that the Parties are making the same amount of corresponding
adjustments.



Article 6 information: Parties are required to promote certain principles such as
environmental integrity and sustainable development, under Article 6.2. It would
be important for Parties to report how they have ensured these principles.
Quantitative and qualitative information (e.g. conservative baselines and
institutional arrangement) would be useful for Parties to report to demonstrate
how they have ensured principles such as environmental integrity. Parties
reporting on this information would be facilitated by an understanding of which
information is nice-to-have versus need-to-have.



Impacts of policies and measures: Reporting qualitatively on the status of
implementation of policies and measures on a regular basis will be important.
This is because some domestic conditions (e.g. allocation of funds to implement
the policy) may change and policies may not be fully implemented, as originally
intended. Reporting quantitatively on the GHG impacts of the PaMs helps
understand if and how successful the policy has been in achieving the intended
emissions abatement. There is however inherent uncertainty in quantifying the
effects of policies, such as due to methodological challenges to calculate or
estimate the impacts of one or groups of policies. Methodologies for estimating
the impact of PaMs could be relatively straightforward in some areas, but rather
complex in other areas (e.g. calculating the emissions abatement associated with
emissions trading schemes), as several factors and possible scenarios may need to
be taken into account for quantification. MPGs could request the assessment of
those policies in quantitative terms, wherever possible.
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Projections of emissions and removals: GHG projections are useful to
understand possible trajectories the Party will follow in progressing towards its
NDC target. However, they carry inherent uncertainty as they rely on modelling
assumptions. Some countries that lack the capacity to build sophisticated
projections could use simpler models although these carry greater uncertainty.

In facilitating the reporting of the different information relevant to track progress, the
MPGs could help Parties identify what specific information to report and that they do so
in a timely manner. Key options and considerations for the MPGs in relation to
information relevant for tracking progress analysed in this paper are summarised below:

Guidance could help Parties identify specific information to track progress


Description of the NDC: Clear, detailed guidelines identifying quantitative and
qualitative categories of information to be provided for different types of targets
would be useful. For example, for NDC targets formulated as deviation from
BAU, the MPGs could indicate that BAU projections and underlying
methodologies and assumptions are needed for describing these NDCs.



Indicators for tracking progress towards NDCs: MPGs could identify broad
categories of indicators for different types of targets. Parties would then define
specific indicators within these categories they will use to track progress towards
their NDCs. For example, Parties with GHG mitigation targets need to select
indicators that are emissions-based.



NDC Accounting: In developing possible templates for accounting tables and
identifying information needed for the tables, guidelines will need to consider
accounting for different types of NDC targets and facilitate comparability.
Guidance will need to highlight the importance of reporting by Parties on how
they have ensured methodological consistency among other relevant principles
outlined in paragraph 31 of Decision 1/CP.21.



Other information: PaMs and GHG emissions projections are essential only for
tracking progress towards a minority of target types. The MPGs could
nevertheless encourage all Parties to provide information on the status of
implementation of relevant PaMs and on the quantification of their GHG impacts,
where possible. The MPGs could also encourage Parties to provide a range of
emissions trajectories (similar to a sensitivity analysis) based on different
underlying assumptions to address the inherent uncertainty of GHG projections.
MPGs will need to highlight the importance of transparent information on
methodologies and assumptions to accompany reporting on the quantification of
GHG impacts and projections of emissions and removals.

Guidance could facilitate provision of information in a timely manner


GHG inventories: It could be useful for MPGs to consider addressing possible
lag issues between reporting GHG inventories and the process of tracking
progress towards NDCs by planning the timing and reporting cycles of BTRs
accordingly.



Description of the NDC: Understanding the target is key to enable tracking
progress of NDC implementation and achievement. It would be important for the
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MPGs to specify that this information is provided at the beginning of the
implementation period, when this information is most relevant.


Indicators for tracking progress towards NDCs: It could be useful for MPGs to
encourage Parties to select up-front the indicators they will use to track progress
and to report on the same set of indicators during and after the end of the
implementation for tracking progress towards implementation and achievement of
NDCs. Using the same indicators throughout helps ensure consistency in the
understanding of progress.

The TER established under Article 13 could play a key role in helping Parties improve
their reporting on progress while identifying and addressing reporting and capacity
challenges. This paper examines three review processes under the UNFCCC (Technical
Review of Biennial reports (BRs) under the IAR; Technical Review of GHG Inventories;
and Technical Analysis of Biennial Update Reports (BURs) under the ICA) to draw
lessons that could support the TER. Certain options are identified that encourage Parties
to report on progress in a transparent, complete and consistent manner. The options also
highlight that the effectiveness of the TER in identifying reporting issues and areas of
improvement will be facilitated with the appropriate reporting guidelines. The lessons
learned and options are:


TACCC principles could be associated with clear reporting criteria to guide
Parties on reporting different information in line with such principles. Parties
could make improvement plans based on bringing reporting in line with these
criteria. The TER could use these criteria to review Parties’ reporting and
highlight recommendations on what reporting improvements to make. For
example, criteria for reporting transparently and completely on how Parties have
ensured environmental integrity under Article 6 could list different quantitative
and qualitative information to be provided by Parties. Parties could focus on
reporting the mandatory elements immediately but make efforts to report on all
information over time.



Formalising the examination of reporting issues in consultation with the Parties
can help the reviewers and Parties to better understand the underlying challenges.
This can help the TER make targeted recommendations on how Parties can
improve over time.



The review could be conducted as a dialogue where reviewers and Parties could
ask technical questions of each other. The facilitative nature of the TER could
encourage greater Party engagement.



Different types of reviews, varying in depth, could be made available to Parties,
based on their needs at different times. Parties could opt for less or more intensive
reviews of certain BTRs – while providing explanations on their choice – in line
with their review needs. This approach could help reduce some of the burden on
the system that will be reviewing biennial reporting of a wide number of Parties.
More Parties will also be participating in the same multilateral FMCP process
than is currently the case (as Parties either participate in the Multilateral
Assessment or the Facilitative Sharing of Views). Review guidance will also need
to consider how to improve timing and other efficiencies.

The linkages between Articles 4, 6 and 13 need to be addressed when developing
guidance under each Article to deliver a coherent system of tracking progress. Key inter-
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linkages and considerations for guidance across the different Articles are summarised
below.

Informational linkages: ensuring consistency in information and facilitating
reporting
The information for CTU communicated alongside the NDCs and the description of
NDCs are linked as they share similar substantive information such as scope and
coverage of the NDC and accounting methodologies. The NDC description would reiterate, complement or update the information communicated for CTU. It will be
important to ensure consistency in both sets of information. Any updates made during the
NDC period will need to be reported through BTRs and taken into account in the
subsequent communication of CTU information.
Information related to Article 6 (e.g. on intention to participate in Article 6 and conditions
of use of ITMOs) could be featured within information for CTU under Article 4 and/or
information to track progress under Article 13. This information (e.g. on ensuring
environmental integrity) may rely on guidance elaborated under Article 6. For example, it
would be useful for Article 6 guidance to distinguish what Article 6 reporting is useful
and what is necessary to promote environmental integrity and other principles identified
in Article 6.2.

Accounting: methodological consistency and ensuring the avoidance of double
counting
NDC accounting will be informed by accounting guidance under Article 4 but may be
reported through BTRs under Article 13. Article 4 accounting guidance will need to be
considered and applied at different stages of the NDC cycle to ensure methodological
consistency. Consistency in the methodologies and assumptions used during NDC
accounting and in calculating the relevant indicators will also likely need to be consistent.
There are also linkages between reporting on accounting information and Article 6. For
example, it will be important for Parties participating in Article 6 to report transparently
on inter alia common metrics. A clear understanding of metrics (e.g. GWP values) used
by trading Parties is needed to determine if the same amount of corresponding adjustment
(for the traded mitigation outcome) is being made by both Parties.
Article 4 and 6 guidance will need to co-ordinate to report ITMOs within accounting
tables such that it facilitates the avoidance of double counting. Co-ordinating guidance for
Articles 4 and 6 by for example by asking Parties to express ITMOs and NDC targets in
the same unit of measurement could reduce risks of double counting.
Review: informing how to review inter-linking information
Guidance on Articles 4, 6 and 13 needs to be coordinated to inform how certain interlinking elements (e.g. NDC accounting, information ensuring environmental integrity) are
reviewed. Article 6 may also need to consider implications of Parties undergoing reviews
(e.g. under the TER) at different times.
Article 6 and 13 guidance will need to consider how the TER is to review Article 6
information. It may be that another Article 6 body also conducts review of some Article 6
information in which case the roles of this body and the TER would need to be coordinated. In case there is ex ante reporting by Parties on how they have met participation
requirements (currently being considered within Article negotiations), Articles 6 and 13
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guidance will need to consider the timing implications on reporting and review of Article
6 information in the ETF.
Considering these linkages between the distinct informational elements will be needed to
deliver one internally consistent package of information relevant to tracking progress.
Specifically, addressing linkages is important to (i) enhance transparency and
completeness of information; (ii) ensure consistency, across methodologies and data used
in different communication and reporting tools; and (iii) to make sure that all the
information is communicated or reported in a timely manner.
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Annex
Table 3. Selected existing review processes, their objectives, scope, modalities and outputs
Objective

Scope

Frequency and process

Outputs

Technical
review of BRs
(Annex I)
under IAR

Examine a Party’s progress in achieving the QEERT
Thoroughly and comprehensively review the parts of the
BR that are not covered in review of GHG inventories
Objectively and transparently examine whether
quantitative and qualitative information is submitted in
accordance with reporting guidelines
Assist Parties in improving their reporting of information
and the implementation of commitments under the
Convention

In general, the individual review is to identify issues related to
transparency, completeness, timeliness and adherence to reporting
guidelines. Specifically, it is to i.a.:
Assess completeness of the BR
Assess consistency of the BR with annual GHG inventory review (but
will not include an in-depth review of the inventory)
Examine in detail information not covered in inventory review
including certain emissions and removals; progress made towards
achieving the QEERT assumptions, conditions and methodologies

Biennial
Each BR is reviewed; when the BR and NC submissions
coincide, the review is conducted in conjunction
A desk review is first, followed by an individual review.
The desk review is conducted by the ERT and the Party is
notified of questions concerning information submitted
and the focal areas of the individual review

Individual
and
aggregated
technical
review reports (TRR)
used as an input to
Multilateral
Assessments

GHG
inventory
reviews
(Annex I)

Examine the inventories for consistency with (reporting
and IPCC) guidelines
Assist Parties in improving the quality of their inventories
Inform the review of BRs and NCs
To provide the COP with an assessment of the annual
quantitative and qualitative inventory information

In general, the review checks if information submitted is in
accordance with the specific definitions and requirements on TACCC
and guidelines.
Initial assessment to check for completeness of the submissions (e.g.
whether all sinks and sources have been reported) and
inconsistencies and irregularities.
Individual reviews to pay particular attention to i.e. key categories,
progress in implementing planned improvements, recalculations. The
desk, centralised and in-country reviews have detailed checklists.

Annual
GHG reviews are conducted in two stages:
An initial assessment by the Secretariat and then an
individual review with three operational approaches: desk
review15; centralised reviews16; in-country reviews17
In-country reviews can be recommended by the ERT or
requested by Annex I Party.

List of preliminary main
findings from the initial
assessment
and
individual review reports
prepared in consultation
with Parties.

Technical
analysis of
BURs under
ICA (NonAnnex I)

Increase transparency of mitigation actions and their
effects through analysis by technical experts in
consultation with the Party concerned (and a Facilitative
Sharing of Views).

The IAR process is to be conducted in a nonintrusive, non-punitive
manner that is respectful of national sovereignty18

For every BUR, when submitted (reporting is meant to be
biennial but is irregular). Either as a summary of parts of
their NC in the year in which NC is presented or as a
stand-alone update report.
Non-Annex I do not undergo a review process but the
BUR is subject to the technical analysis by experts.

Individual summary
report prepared in
consultation with the
Party and used an input
to the Facilitative
Sharing of Views

Source: Authors, based on (Moarif, 2015[18]; Asselt, Sælen and Pauw, 2015[19]); (UNFCCC, 2012[20])
15

Desk reviews: information sent to experts who conduct reviews in their own countries (up to two GHG inventories reviewed, at most three every year)
Centralised reviews: experts to meet in single location to review up to four GHG inventories
17
In-country review: experts visit an Annex I country and review the inventory, at least once every 5 years
18
The reviews under the IAR process are to be conducted in a facilitative, non-confrontational, open and transparent; thorough, objective and comprehensive manner
16
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